Rapidly improving sequencing technology coupled with computational developments in sequence assembly are making reference-quality genome assembly economical. Hundreds of vertebrate genome assemblies are now publicly available, and projects are being proposed to sequence thousands of additional species in the next few years. Such dense sampling of the tree of life should give an unprecedented new understanding of evolution and allow a detailed determination of the events that led to the wealth of biodiversity around us. To gain this knowledge, these new genomes must be compared through genome alignment (at the sequence level) and comparative annotation (at the gene level). However, different alignment and annotation methods have different characteristics; before starting a comparative genomics analysis, it is important to understand the nature of, and biases and limitations inherent in, the chosen methods. This review is intended to act as a technical but high-level overview of the field that should provide this understanding. We briefly survey the state of the genome alignment and comparative annotation fields and potential future directions for these fields in a new, large-scale era of comparative genomics.
Introduction
Alignment is possibly the most fundamental problem in genomics. The alignment problem is to establish a mapping between the letters of a set of sequences that approximates some relation that the user is interested in. In comparative genomics, we are generally interested in the homology relation-that is, does the lineage of two bases coalesce at a single base in a single organism at some (recognizably recent) point in time? In typical real-world comparative genomics, there is no clear proof of homology, as we have absolutely no access to the true history of every base in a set of sequences. However, we can use our knowledge of molecular evolution to construct very good approximations to the homology relation. The potential for using sequence similarity to approximate homology was recognized and applied very early on, starting with the pioneering work of Needleman & Wunsch (1) on optimal pairwise global alignment. The pairwise global alignment work was quickly specialized to perform local alignment, which calculates the optimal alignment of subsequences rather than sequences, by Smith & Waterman (2) .
The traditional dynamic-programming algorithms require O(nm) (i.e., roughly proportional to the product of n and m) time and space, where n and m are the lengths of the two sequences; obviously, as n and m grow to genome scale, the problem becomes too expensive to solve in practice. Another consideration is how genome rearrangements complicate the alignment problem. Smith-Waterman and Needleman-Wunsch both produce alignments that have fixed order and orientation; that is, insertions, deletions, and substitutions are the only allowed edit operations. When looking within short or well-conserved sequences, like genes, this requirement is usually fulfilled. But at large evolutionary distances and looking within a sufficiently large window, genomes almost always contain more complex rearrangements with respect to each other-inversions, transpositions, and duplications all cause breaks in order and orientation that cannot be captured under constant order and orientation (see Figure 1 ).
As long DNA sequences became available, it was soon recognized that Needleman-Wunsch or Smith-Waterman alignments were far too slow to be useful for megabase-scale sequences, much less chromosome-scale sequences. The impractical running time of global alignment drove the development of several tools (3) (4) (5) that produce an approximately optimal global alignment through the use of high-confidence anchors in a single order and orientation, which are then used to partition the alignment into smaller problems that can be more efficiently solved. These anchors provided a very efficient and reliable way to break up the alignment problem but relied on a constant order and orientation, which excludes any possibility of noticing rearrangements.
What is genome alignment?
One obvious possible solution to the problems of rearrangement and duplication is to use a fast, approximate local alignment algorithm and simply use the collection of all local alignments that it finds as the whole-genome alignment. However, naively applying a local alignment approach has its own problems. Local alignments, when applied at genome-wide scale, have both too-low sensitivity and too-low specificity to be useful at substantial evolutionary distances. That is, local alignments will miss a homologous sequence that, by chance, happened to be further diverged than the sensitivity of the aligner could detect. They will also capture spurious alignments that can obscure more useful data. Even when they correctly identify homologous regions, the end user is more often interested in orthology rather than homology: Ancient duplications may share similar sequence but often do not share similar function. For our purposes in this article, we call any alignment that allows rearrangements (i.e., does not have fixed order and orientation) and attempts to determine orthology rather than just homology (even if restricted to a single copy) a whole-genome alignment (or for short, a genome alignment). Most whole-genome alignment methods are based on local alignments but do some filtering and postprocessing to construct a useful end product (6) . Genome alignment tools offer more than simply a collection of local alignments -they must make decisions about where homology begins and mere similarity ends, and additionally they must make decisions about what is orthologous and not merely homologous. The size of the problem in whole-genome alignment of large genomes (e.g., mammalians) causes alignments to take too long to be practical, forcing efficiency considerations to be taken into account. At the same time, they must handle genome rearrangements-global aligners cannot properly align genomes that are diverged by even a few millions of years, because the collinearity restriction of global alignment causes so many homologies to be missed.
Determining orthology and the single-copy heuristic.
Choosing the single best target alignment for each region (based on alignment score or percent identity), which we call the single-copy strategy, is a common, if overly simplistic, way (7, 8) to deal with the problems that duplications cause. It is simplistic because the bestfit strategy will not always find a correct ortholog, and indeed even a reciprocally best-fit is not enough to guarantee finding an ortholog (9) . Perhaps more importantly, choosing a single best sequence ignores lineage-specific duplications. When lineage-specific duplication occurs, a gene outside that lineage will have multiple orthologs in the lineage and should be aligned to multiple copies (10) . Single-copy alignments implicitly assume that orthology is a one-to-one relationship. However, in nature, orthology can often be a one-tomany relationship (10) . When that assumption of one-to-one orthology is violated, singlecopy alignments can be very misleading.
Multiple Alignment
Often it is necessary to consider the alignment between a set of more than two sequences, which we call multiple alignment. A multiple alignment is defined as an equivalence relation ~ on a set of sequences S = {s 1 , s 2 ,…,} such that for two bases b 1 ∈ s 1 ∈ S and b 2 ∈ s 2 ∈ S, b 1 ~ b 2 if they are considered to be aligned to each other. Here ~ is the alignment relation: the aligner's estimate of orthology or homology between bases. The alignment is partitioned into columns by the equivalence classes of ~; i.e., every base is related to all bases in its column, and no two bases in different columns are related. Unfortunately, even simple formulations of the multiple alignment problem are significantly more difficult than their pairwise alignment equivalent and known to be NP-hard (11) . Heuristics must be employed to efficiently solve the multiple alignment problem. Progressive alignment is the most popular strategy for approximate multiple alignment (12) . Progressive alignment uses as an additional input a guide tree relating the input sequences. The most closely related sequences are aligned first, then the resulting alignment is itself aligned to other sequences or alignments, following the structure of the guide tree. Often consensus sequences are used as a method of aligning alignments.
are simply aligned to this genome in a pairwise fashion, then the several pairwise alignments are combined to form a reference-biased multiple alignment. This approach performs very well when viewed from the reference genome, but information relating genomes distant from the reference is lost. See Figure 2 for an illustration of this effect. In the mid-to late-2000s, the first methods for reference-free multiple genome alignment allowing multiple copies began to appear [notably the Enredo-Pecan-Ortheus (EPO) pipeline (13) and the A-Bruijn aligner (14) ]. The EPO pipeline especially began to see wide use as part of the Ensembl genome browser (15) . Although impressive, these pipelines left significant room for improvement, especially with regard to finding small-scale order-and-orientationbreaking rearrangements (13) .
Genome histories.
Alignments are conventionally described as a set of columns, each containing a set of bases that are all related to each other by some alignment relation ~. Usually this relation represents orthology rather than homology. However, in that case, this model falls apart when considering reference-free alignments that can allow a single site in one genome to be aligned to multiple sites in another genome. The orthology relation is not transitively closed (10), so it is impossible in the general case to create a set of columns containing bases that are all orthologous to each other. The only way to represent a reference-free, multicopy, orthologous multiple genome alignment is by associating the alignment with phylogenetic trees, which are inferred (even if implicitly) during the alignment process. These trees must be reconciled (16) with the species tree so that the duplication and speciation events are distinguished, to enable the determination of orthology relationships. We term these types of alignments genome histories to reflect that they require a different representation than typical alignments (which can be represented by a collection of only blocks or columns).
A genome history {S, ~, T c , t s , L} consists of a set of genomes S; a multiple alignment ~ relating the bases of those genomes; a reconciled tree called a column tree t ∈ T c for each column in that alignment; a species tree t s ; and, optionally, a set of links L between columns, indicating the ordering of the ancestral chromosomes. The columns of the genome history reflect the homology rather than the orthology relation. Because homology is transitive, the homology-based alignment can be represented by columns. The set of trees (hereafter referred to as column trees) indicate the evolutionary history of the bases in each column. Where there are duplications, gains, or losses, the column tree t ∈ T c will differ from the species tree t s . Though the genome history representation we present here is not the only possible representation, any other representation (such as a collection of all pairwise orthology relationships) can be transformed into this one.
A genome history can be used to define both orthology and paralogy relations. The orthology relation, which we symbolize by ~o, uses the column trees of the genome history to determine which of the homologous bases in a column are also orthologous to each other. The orthologous bases are those homologous bases whose lineage coalesces in a speciation event in the reconciled column tree (10) . The paralogy relation ~p simply relates homologous bases that are not orthologs.
A genome history can be projected onto any genome to create a more conventional referenced multiple alignment. These projected, reference-based alignments are collections of columns, each containing exactly one reference base, in which every base in the column is orthologous to the reference base but not necessarily orthologous to every other base in the column. These projected alignments are useful because they can be represented in conventional formats like the Multiple Alignment Format (MAF) and used as input to existing analysis tools.
Local Alignment Tools
Because genome alignment tools usually rely heavily on local alignments of some form, local alignment tools play a large role in genome alignments. Because finding all-against-all optimal local alignments has prohibitive time and memory requirements, approximate local aligners in the vein of BLAST (basic local alignment search tool) (17) are used almost exclusively. These aligners typically look for short sections of exact matches called seeds [which may sometimes include positions that are allowed to vary, to increase sensitivity (18) ] and then extend the alignment away from those seeds. Local aligners used for genome alignment are often different than read aligners like BWA (Burrows-Wheeler Aligner) (19) . Though they use the same basic ideas, local alignment between genomes generally involves much more evolutionary distance than read aligners, which are generally optimized for aligning reads to a reference genome that is near-identical to the sample. BLAT (BLASTlike alignment tool) (20) is a popular, fast local alignment tool that is useful at short evolutionary distances, though it can handle longer evolutionary distances with its "translated BLAT" translated-protein versus translated-protein mode. BLASTZ (7) and its successor LASTZ (21) are local aligners tuned to be more sensitive than normal BLAST, using PatternHunter-esque spaced seeds (18) , while also allowing transitions for increased sensitivity. LAST (22) is a similar aligner, which can potentially use much smaller seeds than other aligners, without spending time going through uninteresting, highly repetitive alignments, because it extends partial matches until a low enough multiplicity is reached using an efficient substring index.
MashMap2 (23, 24) , an approximate local aligner, is much faster than all the local aligners described above. However, currently it generates not a base-level alignment but an approximate correspondence between long regions combined with a similarity score. While base-level alignment is required for many tasks, approximate local aligners prove very useful for studying large-scale phenomena, such as chromosomal rearrangements.
Genome Alignment Methods
Most genome aligners, at a high level, work in two stages: filtering, in which a large number of local alignments are generated and filtered down to remove spurious false-positive alignments and identify homologous, rearrangement-free regions [locally collinear blocks in the terminology used by Mauve (25) ], and refinement, in which the homologous regions undergo alignment with a collinear aligner. (Some aligners keep a subset of the original local alignments as anchors to be included in the final alignment, whereas others throw away all the original local alignments and align the rearrangement-free regions from scratch.) The filtering step can take many different forms, but many involve constructing a graph representation of the alignment and using various heuristics to simplify the graph (for a review, see Reference 26) . A summary of popular or historically significant genome alignment tools is given in Table 1 (for pairwise alignment) and Table 2 (for multiple alignment).
Pairwise genome alignment tools.
We now briefly survey some of the most significant pairwise genome alignment tools.
MUMmer.
MUMmer (4) is an extremely fast pairwise alignment tool, which is able to align the human and chimp genomes within less than 4 h. It achieves this speed by using a suffix-tree data structure to find all maximal unique matches between the two input genomes. Optionally, the nucmer script included in the package can perform gapped extension between these matches to generate a more complete alignment. MUMmer is an efficient package for aligning very similar genomes, though as a trade-off for its impressive speed, its sensitivity, especially with the default settings, is somewhat lower than slower aligners like LASTZ. (27) is a pairwise genome alignment tool that aims to draw a compromise between the drawbacks of global and local alignment, using a method the authors call glocal alignment. The method works by first performing an all-against-all local alignment of the two genomes using CHAOS (28) , then finding a maximal-scoring 1-monotonic map, which groups a subset of local alignments into chains, each of which contains local alignments with only a single order and orientation. This map is restricted so that the chains must be nondecreasing with respect to a single reference genome, while they can be in an arbitrary order in the other genome to represent rearrangements. This allows homology to be detected despite rearrangements, though it will not be able to detect duplications in the nonreference genome. The alignment is then further refined by discarding the local alignments within the chains and instead realigning the region bounded by each chain with the approximate global aligner LAGAN (5) .
Shuffle-LAGAN.

Shuffle-LAGAN
Chaining and netting.
Chaining (29) is a powerful technique for making sense of pairwise local alignments. Chains are simply maximal-scoring combinations of local alignments that maintain a single order and orientation. Chaining provides a good way of filtering out spurious alignments, which are likely to form short, low-scoring chains. However, the set of chains can often include distant paralogs or spurious sequence, which makes it difficult to understand the rearrangements that have taken place between the two input genomes. Netting (29) is a related technique that makes rearrangements relative to a reference genome much easier to find. In essence, netting finds the best-scoring set of chains that covers the bases of the reference genome only once. This makes it very easy to find high-confidence rearrangements like transpositions, inversions, and deletions but removes any duplications in the target genome, instead choosing a single copy to align to. Chaining and netting is very fast, but because the process fundamentally relies on local alignments as input, the overall process of generating chained and netted alignments mostly depends on the speed of the local aligner used.
Multiple genome alignment tools.
The following multiple genome alignment tools are some of the most historically important or popular in the field.
Mauve/progressiveMauve.
Mauve (25) is a reference-free multiple genome aligner that works by first finding all blocks that contain maximal unique matches from every species to use as anchors. To remove spurious matches, small matches that cause rearrangements are removed until the alignment can be partitioned into locally collinear blocks that are all above a certain size. These blocks are then further refined to attempt to create alignment problems small enough that they can be handled using a conventional collinear multiple aligner, in this case CLUSTAL W (30) . The collection of these multiple alignments forms the final genome alignment.
The original version of Mauve performed poorly in large regions that were present in some but not all genomes, because only blocks containing sequence from every genome were used as anchors. progressiveMauve (31) was developed to relax this restriction. It builds a phylogenetic tree from the input sequences and then uses that tree as a guide to progressively apply an algorithm similar to the original Mauve at each internal node. Because of this progressive decomposition, its runtime scales linearly in the number of genomes.
Mugsy.
Mugsy (32) is a reference-free multiple genome aligner that uses a graph-based algorithm to segment a large collection of local alignments into smaller, rearrangement-free subproblems called locally collinear blocks, which can be fed into a conventional nongenome multiple aligner. Mugsy first generates all-against-all pairwise alignments using MUMmer (4) and then constructs a graph representation of the local alignment relationships. This graph is used to segment the large alignment problem into smaller locally collinear subproblems, which are then aligned using a specialized version of T-Coffee (33) .
MULTIZ/TBA.
MULTIZ (8) is a reference-biased multiple genome alignment tool originally developed as part of the TBA (threaded blockset aligner) (8) program. Because TBA is restricted to producing multiple alignments that have only a single order and orientation (though an unpublished version exists that removes that restriction), MULTIZ sees much wider use than TBA itself. It is the tool currently used to generate the multiple alignments on the UCSC Genome Browser (34) .
MULTIZ, in effect, is a method of aligning alignments. To produce MULTIZ alignments in practice, usually pairwise alignments from a given reference to all other species are generated using a local alignment tool, sometimes postprocessed using chains and nets, and then the autoMZ command is used to progressively align these pairwise alignments using a guide tree.
ABA.
The A-Bruijn alignment method (ABA) (14) uses A-Bruijn graphs (introduced in 35) to filter a collection of local alignments, removing inconsistencies and small rearrangements using simplification operations on the graph. The method is in principle reference free if the input alignments are generated in an unbiased way. Though the method was mostly applied to protein alignment (where individual domains are often duplicated and shuffled during evolution), it was also shown to be capable of aligning small chloroplast genomes more completely than TBA.
VISTA-LAGAN.
VISTA-LAGAN, also known as SuperMap (36), is a reference-free multiple alignment tool built on the Shuffle-LAGAN (27) pairwise alignment algorithm. Unlike Shuffle-LAGAN, VISTA-LAGAN can detect duplications in any genome, not just a reference genome. VISTA-LAGAN progressively aligns each pair of genomes, creating an ancestral ordering of the alignment blocks at each step (which is not intended to be an accurate ancestral reconstruction) to continue the alignment to further outgroup genomes.
EPO.
The EPO pipeline (13, 37 ) is a reference-free multiple alignment pipeline that, unlike TBA, can handle rearrangements. It is in wide use, being one of the main multiple genome alignments available on the Ensembl genome browser (38) . The process begins with a relatively sparse set of anchor points that are known homologies within a set of genomes. The Enredo algorithm builds a sequence graph from these anchors and, through various operations, attempts to remove homologies that are likely to be spurious or uninteresting. The Pecan algorithm then fills in the gaps between the sparse anchors selected by the Enredo algorithm. The Ortheus algorithm (37) is then optionally run to generate ancestral sequences for all blocks, creating a genome history. Although EPO is in principle reference free, the method that is currently used to generate its anchors is reference biased (13) .
Cactus.
Cactus uses an overall strategy similar in principle to the anchoring approach described above. The notion of a cactus graph (39) is used to create a filtered, high-confidence set of anchors. The unaligned space between anchors is then aligned using a sensitive pair hidden Markov model (HMM) to create a final multiple alignment. The first step of the Cactus process is to take small, uncertain local alignments captured by LASTZ (21) [which is similar to BLAST (17)] and combine them naively to create a multiple alignment. Given the typical evolutionary distances involved, LASTZ is tuned to be very sensitive but not very precise. The low precision means that the local alignments may be spurious (for example, when a small seed happened to match, and be extended, in a region that is not truly homologous). The local alignments may also conflict-that is, several alignments may disagree on how to align a particular region. These inconsistencies and spurious alignments 
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Author Manuscript will manifest as tiny rearrangements-breaks in order and orientation-in the alignment. By using the Cactus Alignment Filter (CAF) algorithm defined in Reference 40, these small rearrangements, which are unlikely to be biological, in the multiple alignment are discovered and removed, producing an alignment that contains only rearrangements longer than a certain length. After this process, the cactus graph contains anchors that are very likely to represent true regions of homology but will have unaligned regions of homology between the anchors, which local alignment was not sensitive enough to pick up, or which were deleted in the CAF process. The Base Alignment Refinement (BAR) process (40) fills in these unaligned but homologous regions. Because its runtime is dominated by the allagainst-all local alignment process, Cactus scales quadratically in the number of input genomes, assuming they are all the same length.
ProgressiveCactus.
The version of Cactus published in 2011 (40) was highly effective at aligning a small number of genomes in the tens to hundreds of megabases (41) , but because it scaled quadratically with the total size of all genomes in the alignment problem, it could not efficiently create alignments of hundreds of vertebrate-sized genomes. The recently developed progressiveCactus, a progressive-alignment extension to the original Cactus algorithm, scales linearly with the number of genomes, allowing efficient alignments of hundreds of genomes. The progressiveCactus process works as follows (see Figure 3 ). First, the problem is decomposed into several subproblems using an input guide tree. There is one subproblem per internal node in the guide tree. Each subproblem involves aligning several genomes using the traditional Cactus process: the ingroup (children of the internal node) and outgroup (nondescendants of the internal node) genomes. This alignment subproblem is then used to infer a reference assembly that contains only the blocks that should be present in the ancestral genome. All blocks containing only a single ingroup sequence are deemed to be insertions in that lineage and removed from the ancestor. Similarly, all blocks composed of only outgroups represent deletions in the branch above the ancestor and are removed. The filtered blocks are arranged into sequences according to an algorithm that attempts to maximize the consistency between the order and orientation of all the sequences in the alignment (42) . The base-level sequence for these blocks is then generated by finding the maximum-likelihood base for each column using the guide tree. This assembly is a reconstruction of the ancestral genome at that node, which functions as a consensus sequence for the ingroups below it. The reference assembly is then fed as input into subproblems further up the guide tree.
Alignment Formats
The fact that genome alignments include the potential for rearrangements and duplications makes representation in collinear alignment formats like aligned-FASTA impossible, because they represent alignments as only a series of insert, delete, and substitution operations. The most popular format for genome alignments currently is MAF. MAF is capable of representing referenced multiple alignments with rearrangements; however, because MAF is a column/block-oriented format, it is impossible to represent complex orthology relationships in a reference-free way (see section titled Genome Histories) without extending the format.
The Hierarchical Alignment Format (HAL) (43) was designed to be an efficiently accessible format representing a genome history, including any available ancestral reconstructions. HAL allows projection from this genome history onto any reference genome (including ancestors), creating a multiple genome alignment showing what is orthologous (related by ~o) to every base in that genome. This projection can be output in a traditional format like MAF or simply used on demand to visualize the alignment (44) or as part of downstream analysis pipelines.
COMPARATIVE ANNOTATION Introduction
Genome annotation is the process of finding functional elements in a genome assembly. Generally, these take the form of protein coding genes, but they can also include noncoding transcripts (45) , chromatin configuration (46), DNase hypersensitivity (47), CpG islands (48) , and population variation (49, 50) .
The task of automatically annotating genome assemblies has been considered since the first full-length genomes were released in the mid-1990s (51-53). This task is often divided into two categories: ab initio prediction, or the computational prediction of exon-intron structure using statistical models, and sequence alignment-based approaches, which map any expressed sequence tag (EST), complementary DNA (cDNA), or protein sequences onto an assembled sequence to discover transcripts (38) . Some annotation pipelines combine both sources of transcript prediction to generate a final annotation set (54, 55) .
Recent improvements in sequencing technologies, including long-read (56) and linked-read technology (57) , have provided the ability to produce high-quality genome assemblies at prices that make genome assembly an affordable experiment for labs across the world. This has led to the formation of consortia that aim to produce genome assemblies on a wide scale, such as the Vertebrate Genome Project (58) .
This rapid increase in the availability of high-quality genome assemblies necessitates the introduction of automated methods that can scale and can leverage the improved phylogenetic information that such an array of assemblies can provide. For example, the 200 Mammals Project is specifically designed to allow for the calculation of base-level conservation across mammalian evolutionary history. This discriminatory power can be leveraged downstream of the assemblies to improve whole-genome alignments as well as annotations, and it provides a framework for annotating genes that allows for gain/loss of genes throughout evolution, instead of the current models that rely heavily on annotating relationships relative to mouse and human.
In this new era of genome assembly, consideration must be given not just to assembly and alignment but also to annotation. Annotation is central to the question of how to use this explosion of genome assemblies, and high-quality annotation sets with orthology mappings across species will enable a wide range of comparative genomics analyses.
Sequence-Based Comparative Annotation
In conjunction with the release of the first mouse draft assembly (59) , multiple different tools were created to try and leverage comparative information to human to look for genes, including TWINSCAN (60), SGP (61), and SLAM (62) . Table 3 provides an overview of comparative annotation tools, including those written in the years following the mouse genome assembly. These tools provide probabilistic frameworks that combine established single-genome gene prediction approaches (63, 64) with informant data obtained through genomic alignments to improve gene predictions. Notably, all of these tools work only on pairwise alignments and cannot use information extrinsic to this alignment and the underlying input sequences.
As more vertebrate genomes were sequenced, the need for comparative gene predictors that could use more than one informant species arose. Some of the previous tools were reengineered, as is the case with N-SCAN (65, 66). However, N-SCAN predicted only 35% of human genes correctly, and using a multiple sequence alignment was no more accurate than using a high-quality pairwise alignment (67) . In contrast, CONTRAST (68) remarkably was able to accurately predict 65% of human genes using 11 informant genomes. Prior to CONTRAST, practically all gene prediction tools relied on HMM, a generative model, whereas CONTRAST relied on a discriminative support vector machine (SVM) model. The SVM is used to model coding regions, whereas an additional model called a conditional random field (CRF) is used to model the gene structure itself. A CRF can be considered a generalization of a HMM (69) .
For the most part, after the initial mouse genome project, none of these tools have been used on full vertebrate genomes. There are two reasons for this. First, these tools require very careful parameter training, which must be performed on every genome in the alignment. Second, these tools require evaluating all pairwise comparisons leading to running times quadratic in the number of genomes. Combined with the overall lower efficacy of comparative prediction versus transcriptome and proteome sequence alignment approaches, this has led the field of comparative gene finding to languish for the past 10 years.
Transcriptome Evidence-Based Comparative Annotation
None of the annotation programs described above were capable of incorporating extrinsic information, instead relying entirely on sequence composition. In species with sufficient transcriptome data, mapping these data to the assembly generally performs far better at gene finding than the de novo approaches outlined above (70, 71) .
In the early 2000s, projects like the Mammalian Gene Collection (72) were generating fulllength cDNA sequences for model organisms. These full-length transcripts, in addition to ESTs, were being stored in databases like GenBank (73), supplemented by submissions from labs around the world. Tools were developed to incorporate alignments of these sequences in gene prediction, including N-SCAN-EST (74), GenomeWise (75), and AUGUSTUS (70, 76, 77) (Table 4 ).
Although these tools were developed for annotating single genomes with extrinsic information from the same genome, they can be applied in a comparative fashion. Many species of interest have limited transcriptome data available but are closely related to wellannotated species. Examples include mouse versus rat and human versus other great apes. Alignment of related transcript sequences is used in the gene builds produced by both Ensembl (38) and RefSeq (54) .
Another approach is to use alignments of protein sequences instead of transcript sequences, which are more robust across long phylogenetic distances. The popular annotation pipeline MAKER2 (55) provides such functionality and recommends providing protein sequences from at least two related genomes (78) .
For more distantly related species, approaches that generate profiles of proteins and protein domains may be used. Databases such as InterPro (79) store precomputed models of protein sequences and motifs that are conserved across long periods of evolutionary history. GeneWise (75) can perform gene prediction using a profile HMM like those stored in InterPro. Additionally, AUGUSTUS-PPX (80) is an extension of the AUGUSTUS annotation program that models protein families and combines them with the existing ab initio model.
Transcript Projection
Transcript projection uses sequence alignments to project the coordinates of an existing annotation in one genome to another genome. This powerful approach leverages highquality annotations in well-studied organisms to annotate diverse transcripts in related genomes. Many genes and isoforms are expressed in specific tissue types (81) , at specific developmental time points, or only in response to specific environmental conditions (82) . Gathering the data for a new species to fully annotate their transcriptome is thus prohibitively expensive. Transcript projection methods allow researchers to bypass this by making use of the high-quality information in well-studied organisms (83, 84) . Additionally, traditional ab initio gene-finding models rely heavily on the signature of protein coding genes, which limits these models' ability to predict untranslated region (UTR) sequences; noncoding RNAs, such as long noncoding RNAs; and pseudogenes. Transcript projection methods can be combined with any available extrinsic information from either the genome in question or related genomes and provide the highest-quality annotation as a result (70) . See Table 5 for an overview of transcript projection methods.
The first tool to perform transcript projection was Projector (85) , which uses a pair HMM and models exon-intron structure through a pairwise alignment, similar to how tools like TWINSCAN work. However, Projector can make use of the known gene information in one sequence in the alignment to restrict the probability paths to those that match the known gene. A subsequent tool, Annotation Integrated Resource (AIR) (86) , introduced the concept of a splice graph, a directed acyclic graphic structure that represents exons as vertices and 
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Author Manuscript introns as edges, in which isoforms of a gene are paths through this graph. AIR projects transcripts from a reference genome through a syntenic alignment to score the paths in the graph, reducing the large number of biologically improbable combinations.
transMap.
transMap (70, 87) , first developed in conjunction with improvements to AUGUSTUS to model extrinsic information (77) , relies on whole-genome alignments to project existing annotations from one to the other genome in the alignment. This process is purely arithmetic, but it has proven to be immensely helpful at providing extrinsic information to guide AUGUSTUS and improve on purely sequence-based prediction. This simplicity means that transMap runs in linear time with the number of genomes and transcripts being projected. Compared with methods that incorporate EST alignments, transMap provides both full-length transcript information and isoform information. transMap provided the biggest benefit to specificity in AUGUSTUS predictions in all cases except those in which the existing cDNA repertoire for the species in question exceeded the quality of the reference (70) .
CESAR.
Coding Exon-Structure Aware Realigner (CESAR) (84) is a tool that projects exons through a whole-genome alignment, handling splice site shifts that are a common feature of evolutionary change. CESAR is a straightforward HMM that takes as input the linear alignment of a single exon to other genomes with a small amount of flanking intronic sequence and outputs a realigned region that accounts for exon frame and evolutionary change. CESAR was able to achieve a nearly 89% accuracy at realigning splice sites, leading the number of frameshifts seen when mapping human genes to mouse to drop from 2.7% to 0.3%. These spurious frameshifts must be addressed when working with transcript projection methods. CESAR 2.0 (88) made multiple improvements, most noticeably in runtime. Mapping of all human protein coding genes to mouse was recorded as taking seven hours on a single core of a desktop computer.
Comparative AUGUSTUS
AUGUSTUS recently added a novel objective function parameterization option, called Comparative AUGUSTUS or AugustusCGP, that makes use of whole-genome alignments to predict coding genes simultaneously in every genome in the alignment (89) . With recent updates, training the AugustusCGP model is straightforward and integrated in the AUGUSTUS binary. In contrast to previous comparative gene-finding tools, AugustusCGP runs linearly in the number of genomes, making the possibility of annotating dozens of genomes computationally tractable. Currently, AugustusCGP relies on a referenced multiple genome alignment format called MAF, and as such it cannot annotate genes that are not present in the reference.
AugustusCGP makes use of the phylogenetic information inherent in the whole-genome alignment to look for evidence of negative selection. This is done by calculating the ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in candidate exons. AugustusCGP can Armstrong et al.
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Author Manuscript incorporate extrinsic evidence, including RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), Iso-Seq, and cDNA alignments, loading these into a database that allows for predictions to be parallelized and scaled. AugustusCGP can also incorporate evidence from annotation sets on one or more genomes in the alignment, which can help guide comparative annotation efforts by providing strong hints on where genes are expected to be found. Making use of as many of these forms of extrinsic evidence as possible is recommended, as it greatly improves the accuracy and specificity of the model. AugustusCGP, along with all genefinding tools, can often produce false positives. For the Mouse Genomes Project (90) , as well as the default in the Comparative Annotation Toolkit (CAT) pipeline (83), we find that filtering for predictions with at least two splices reduces the false-positive rate to an acceptable level. However, this can remove interesting unspliced genes like olfactory receptors (91) .
GENOME ANNOTATION PIPELINES
The most commonly used annotation pipeline for individual researchers is MAKER2 (55) . MAKER2 was designed to enable researchers to annotate genome assemblies they produce and not rely on institutional pipelines. This makes MAKER2 amenable to annotating nonmodel and nonvertebrate species, including prokaryotes. MAKER2 combines multiple forms of extrinsic evidence with ab initio prediction and provides a fully automated end-toend annotation pipeline. MAKER2 can make use of multiple gene prediction tools, including GeneWise, GeneMark, SNAP, and AUGUSTUS. MAKER2 also performs repeat masking of the assembly.
However, MAKER2 has drawbacks. It is technically challenging to run the pipeline, and it relies on difficult-to-use parallel computing paradigms. MAKER2 also requires that all extrinsic evidence exist in the form of sequences, and as such requires that RNA-seq data undergo de novo assembly before use. MAKER2 does not attempt to track orthology relationships or anything about the genes predicted and so requires subsequent processing of the gene models to determine gene family and protein domain information. MAKER2 also does not annotate UTR sequences or noncoding genes, which can present challenges when using the annotations to quantify expression.
Most vertebrate annotation sets available right now are produced by large institutional pipelines at either Ensembl (Ensembl Gene Build) or the National Center for Biotechnology Information (RefSeq). These institutional efforts are important for the larger size and complexity of vertebrate genomes, but as computing power becomes cheaper, the need to outsource these efforts is diminishing. Turnaround for annotation by RefSeq often takes months. Both of these pipelines do track orthology relationships and assign gene common names where applicable.
This process of tracking orthology relationships will become increasingly important as the number of assembled vertebrate genomes continues to grow. A systematic framework that can track complex orthology relationships is required. Ensembl has put effort into this with the Compara browser (92).
Comparative Annotation Toolkit (CAT)
CAT is a comparative annotation pipeline that combines a variety of parameterizations of AUGUSTUS, including Comparative AUGUSTUS, with transMap projections through whole-genome progressiveCactus alignments to produce an annotation set on every genome in a Cactus alignment (83) . CAT is an attempt to synthesize all of the possible methods of genome annotation, relying on transcript projection, transcriptome and proteome alignments, simultaneous gene finding, and single-genome gene finding with full-length cDNA reads. CAT leverages high-quality gene sets like those produced by GENCODE on mouse and human to project annotations to other genomes, augmented with predictions that add species specificity and detect gene family expansion and collapse.
Recent work showed that CAT was capable of leveraging GENCODE to reannotate the rat genome, improving on the existing RefSeq and Ensembl annotations (83) . CAT was also applied to the great apes, reannotating the existing great ape assemblies as well as annotating the new PacBio-derived great ape assemblies. In all cases, CAT provided the highest isoform concordance compared with the Ensembl annotations when compared with an Iso-Seq data set generated from induced pluripotent stem cells from each of the great ape species. Isoform concordance for the chimpanzee annotation of the new PacBio assembly was 82.1%, the same as it was for human GRCh38 using GENCODE V27. In testing these new annotation sets by using them to quantify RNA-seq, an average 9,518 more expressed genes were found in the great ape species than when the Ensembl annotations were used. These annotation sets greatly improved the ability to perform cross-species RNA-seq expression estimates, with Pearson r = 0.96 seen when comparing CAT annotation of chimpanzee to human, compared with r = 0.69 when mapping the same RNA-seq to human directly and r = 0.73 when using common gene names in Ensembl V90 to perform cross-species comparison (Figure 4 ).
Noncoding Annotation
Comparative annotation of noncoding genes has been considered since the explosion of comparative genomics tools in the mouse genome project era (93) . MAKER2, along with most standard annotation tools like AUGUSTUS, cannot detect noncoding transcripts owing to the inherent difficulty in detecting these without the strong statistical signal that protein coding transcripts provide. Tools like transMap can leverage noncoding annotations curated in high-quality genomes to transfer these annotations to new genomes. However, important spliced noncoding transcripts like long intergenic noncoding RNAs are inherently less conserved, especially at the sequence level (94) (95) (96) . This can present challenges to using whole-genome alignments to annotate such transcripts. It also can be difficult to determine whether a predicted noncoding RNA is actually expressed in a species without finding it in an extrinsic data set. An opposite problem also exists-it is not difficult to find a nonconserved open reading frame in a noncoding transcript, and tools like AUGUSTUS will predict coding transcripts at noncoding loci, particularly when provided extrinsic evidence that contains expression of these loci. Tools like PhyloCSF (97) can help diagnose these regions by leveraging whole-genome alignments to evaluate conservation of coding signal, but they are not foolproof, and the authors recommend manual curation. GENCODE is using the PhyloCSF model to help improve manual annotation efforts.
Personal Human Genomes and Intraspecies Annotation
The rapidly decreasing price of genome assembly has opened the possibility of assembly of multiple individuals of a single species (98, 99) . This is particularly interesting in the case of humans, where personalized diploid assembly (57, 100) may prove useful in understanding complex loci and could lead to deeper understanding of disease phenotypes. One step to understanding these personalized de novo assemblies of humans is to annotate them and evaluate them for deleted, duplicated, or rearranged gene content. Rearranged gene content in particular can be difficult to detect with standard short-read resequencing methods.
DISCUSSION The Future of Whole-Genome Alignment
The average evolutionary distance between sequenced species is getting much shorter as more genomes are sequenced. In the next several years, thousands of genomes will be released owing to the efforts of projects like the Vertebrate Genomes Project/Genome 10K (101), Bat 1K, 200 Mammals, Insect 5K (102), and the Earth Biogenome Project. By necessity, many comparative genomics projects will focus on alignment between hundreds to thousands of closely related genomes, instead of tens of distantly related genomes. Evaluation of simulated data has shown that although whole-genome aligners vary drastically in accuracy over long evolutionary distances [F-scores ranging from 0.12 to 0.80 in a mammal-wide simulated alignment (41) ], they all perform extremely well over closer evolutionary distances [F-scores ranging from 0.97 to 0.99 in a primate-wide alignment (41) ]. In some ways, then, genome alignment will become easier because finding homologies is simpler with less evolutionary distance. However, in other ways, it will become more difficult. Creating an alignment of thousands of large genomes is a unique challenge, one that no aligner is currently prepared for. In addition, because the rate of new assemblies being generated will increase, with new assemblies projected to come every few days or weeks rather than months, maintaining alignments at community comparative genomics resources like Ensembl Compara (15) or the UCSC Genome Browser (34) will necessitate adding new genomes to existing resources piecemeal, rather than regenerating alignments from scratch.
As large sequencing projects produce hundreds to thousands more assemblies in the coming years, reference bias in multiple-genome alignments may become more of a problem. Though reference-biased alignments will serve the genome that they are referenced on well (usually a popular genome like human or mouse), it will certainly be cost prohibitive to generate a full alignment referenced on all, or even most, new assemblies. This can be a disadvantage to researchers working on nonmodel organisms, who may not have the resources to run a full alignment referenced on their genome. A reference-free alignment would be more easily shared as a resource useful to many different communities researching many different species. However, reference-free alignment is a substantially more difficult problem than reference-biased alignment. In principle, a reference-free alignment should be equally good for every included genome. However, it may be the case that for any given genome, the quality of a reference-free alignment may be worse than if a new referencebiased alignment were generated referenced on that genome. To live up to their potential, reference-free aligners should aim to equal the quality of reference-biased aligners on reference genomes.
The unique challenges facing genome alignment are twofold: Compared with global alignment, the challenge is to capture rearrangements; compared with local alignment, the challenge is to detect orthology rather than mere homology. The Alignathon (41) showed that modern genome aligners generally capture homologies well in the presence of rearrangements. However, orthology detection in modern genome aligners is still very simplistic and not very accurate. Many aligners still operate under a single-copy restriction, which, although a useful simplification of the alignment problem, obscures crucial aspects of genome evolution. Others, like Cactus (40) or EPO (13) , can support multiple orthology in theory but in practice use simple heuristics that can often lead to aligning paralogs or missing alignment to orthologs.
Determining orthology accurately, efficiently, and on a genome-wide scale is possibly the most difficult unsolved problem in genome alignment. The problem can be framed as building phylogenetic trees for every column in the genome history, after which orthology relationships among the column's bases can be easily established using a reconciliation algorithm (16) . Simply applying maximum-likelihood methods such as RAxML (103) will not be sufficient for multiple reasons. First, these methods require near-prohibitive amounts of computer power to apply genome wide in large alignments: Building trees from even a relatively small set of 2,000 1,000-bp alignment regions among 48 avian species can take more than 100 CPU days to compute (104) . Second, and more importantly, with large numbers of genomes, the size of regions with the same duplication content can become smaller and smaller, leading to less and less phylogenetic information available for any given region, which could increase the chance of errors. It may be helpful to incorporate syntenic information to try to improve the accuracy of finding orthology relationships genome wide, though it seems that there are still unanswered questions about how best to solve that problem (105) . One advantage of using syntenic information to establish orthology is that it may enable tracking of orthologous loci [sometimes called toporthologs or positional orthologs (106) ] in addition to tracking of orthologous sequences. Keeping track of orthologous loci may be useful to better track gene conversion events, which will cause discrepancies between the toporthology and orthology of a given region.
This review has focused on interspecies comparison, but the future must include more convergence in thinking, models, and reasoning about both inter-and intraspecies variation.
A key, relevant development in modeling population variation is the genome graph (107, 108), which represents variation by encoding individual genomes as paths through a graph structure representing the combined genome alignment. This process allows for variation to be comprehensively captured and reduces the necessity of depending on a linear reference that does not accurately represent haplotypes present in the population. Extending the genome alignment process to handle graph-to-graph alignment, rather than merely sequenceto-sequence alignment, will bring together the fields of comparative and population genomics by enabling the integration of the analysis of inter-and intraspecies variation. Such graphs also naturally fit with methods that model uncertainty about ancestral genomes, and therefore some of the software developed for genome graphs might be useful in modeling ancestral genome reconstructions.
The Future of Comparative Annotation
In the coming new era of comparative genomics in which high-quality genomes of many species or many individuals of the same species are plentiful, comparative annotation will play a central role in helping to synthesize useful information out of the deluge of data. All of the comparative annotation paradigms described above are insufficient for the annotation of true many-to-many orthology.
As the number of assembled genomes grows, it will become possible to track these relationships in new ways. New approaches and tools must be developed to assess these relationships. Cactus provides a method for generating alignments amenable to annotating complex orthology relationships, but currently no comparative annotation tool can approach this. Comparative AUGUSTUS, for example, still relies on an alignment file format that is referenced on a specific genome. We see the possibility of a future where these problems are sidestepped through iterative use of pipelines like CAT. Gene predictions can be performed on many genomes, perhaps picking representatives evenly spread throughout the tree of life that have high-quality assemblies and a decent variety of extrinsic evidence like RNA-seq available. These predictions can then be mapped via transMap to other genomes in the alignment and then assessed, combined, and collapsed in a process similar to the consensusfinding step that CAT currently performs. 
Figure 2.
A diagram showing the difference between a reference-biased and a reference-free multiple alignment. In a human-biased multiple alignment, any large regions that are deleted in human, or inserted somewhere else in the tree, cannot be aligned. An example of how progressive genome alignment works, focused on aligners like VISTA-LAGAN (SuperMap) (36) and progressiveCactus (40) , which reconstruct ancestral genomes as input for further alignment steps. (a) A large guide tree (usually the species tree), which may include many species, is divided up into smaller local alignment problems of a few genomes each. (b) A diagram of what occurs within each subproblem. Each subproblem is focused on reconstructing a single ancestral genome, which is then used as input for subproblems further up the tree. Ingroup genomes (children of the ancestor in question) and, optionally, outgroup genomes (nondescendants of the ancestor) are aligned together. A plausible ancestral reconstruction is generated for use in later subproblems. Comparing RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) expression quantification across different species with Comparative Annotation Toolkit (CAT). Kallisto (109) protein-coding gene-level expression for chimpanzee induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) RNA-seq is compared with human across all of the chimpanzee annotation and assembly combinations as well as when mapped directly to human. In all cases, the x-axis is the transcripts per million of human iPSC data mapped to GRCh38 annotated with GENCODE V27. The highest correlation (Pearson r = 0.96) is seen when comparing Clint (panTro6) annotated with CAT to GRCh38. The value p is the p-value of observing the Pearson correlation. Table 1 Pairwise genome alignment tools
Program Year (Reference) Description
MUMmer 1999 (4, 117) Fast aligner relying on maximal unique matches from a query sequence to a reference sequence; recent versions remove the colinearity restriction of the first version and improve the speed Chains and nets 2003 (29) Combines fragmented local alignments into larger, high-scoring chains, which are arranged into hierarchical nets representing rearrangements Shuffle-LAGAN 2003 (27) A glocal (global + local) aligner that is less restrictive than global alignment but still enforces monotonicity of the blocks relative to one sequence Annu Rev Anim Biosci. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 April 05.
